DON'T JUST SHOW UP, STAND OUT

BENEFITS

• Look your absolute best with the high-performance image sensor for low noise and a consistent image across the entire field of view

• Stay centered on camera without staying glued to your chair with automatic camera framing

• Easy setup with the included monitor mount that fits security atop your display with easy adjustments for the optimal angle

• Maintain balance throughout your day with gentle health and wellness reminders built into Poly Lens Desktop

• Poly Lens cloud management gives IT powerful tools to manage and track devices from anywhere

POLY STUDIO P15

The Poly Studio P15 personal video bar gives you everything you need to look and sound your best on video calls in one sleek device. Exceptional optics and a high performance 4K image sensor bring out your inner star, and automatic camera framing ensures you’re always seen without staying glued to your chair. A powerful speaker and microphone array deliver rich clear audio, while NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology keeps out distracting sounds. For IT, Poly Lens cloud management provides robust tools to manage and track devices from anywhere. Feel like you’re there even when you can’t be with Poly Studio P15.

• 4K resolution for sharp, crisp images
• High performance image sensor
• Integrated privacy shutter
• Powerful integrated speaker
• Multi-microphone array
POLY STUDIO P15

CAMERA
- Ultra HD (4K 16:9, 2160p), Full HD (1080p), HD (720p)
- 30 FPS
- 90° DFOV
- Personal conference view with auto-framing
- True color and low light compensation Certified by Zoom and Microsoft Teams
- Electronic zoom up to 4x
- Manual pan, tilt and zoom control through Poly Lens Desktop App

POWER REQUIREMENTS
- External DC power supply: 12V/3A

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
- Windows 8.1, 10 or later
- Mac OS 10.10 or higher
- USB 3.0 required for 4K video

DEVICE DRIVER SUPPORT
- USB 2.0/3.0/3.1
- UVC/UAC Plug and Play Compatible

COMPATIBILITY
- Certified for Microsoft Teams and Zoom applications
- Compatible with any application that supports standard USB/UVC standards

MANAGEABILITY
- Cloud: Poly Lens service
- Local (Windows/Mac): Poly Lens Desktop App

OTHER FEATURES
- Integrated privacy shutter
- Adjustable monitor clamp
- Tripod ready
- USB-A ports built-in for wireless headset adapter or other peripherals as USB hub
- Status LED indicates calling and mute state

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
With monitor clamp:
- 17 W x 3 H x 3 D (Inches)
- 425 W x 70 H x 78 D (MM)
- 1lb 11.2oz / 770g
Without monitor clamp:
- 17 W x 2.5 H x 3 D (Inches)
- 425 W x 65 H x 78 D (MM)
- 1lb 8.1oz / 682g

OPERATING CONDITIONS
- Temperature: 0° C to +40° C
- Relative humidity: 5% to 95% relative humidity, non-condensing
- Altitude: Up to 10,000 ft

PACKAGE CONTENTS
- Poly Studio P15 USB video bar
- Removable monitor clamp
- Power supply
- Power cord
- USB-C cable (separate adapter required to connect to USB-A port on PC/Mac, not included)
- Setup sheet

WARRANTY
- 2-year limited warranty included
- Poly+ enhanced support available

LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Studio P15 personal video bar, please visit poly.com/studio-p15

PLANTRONICS + POLYCOM = poly